Pittsburgh researcher says potential vaccines are being undermined by misinformation

The state of COVID-19 vaccine research is currently in a Catch-22 dilemma, according to Dr. William Klimstra, an associate professor in the Immunology...
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Pitt study shows brain and stomach connections are a two-way street

"...of helicobacter pylori," said Dr. David Levinthal, director of the University of Pittsburgh Neurogastroenterology & Motility Center. "For...
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University Of Pittsburgh Researcher Says Coronavirus Vaccine Could Take Until Early Next Year
PITTSBURGH (KDKA) – The researchers at Pitt tasked with developing a coronavirus vaccine say it could take until early next year to have one...
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Recent college graduates facing challenges from COVID-19 pandemic

"We've had more layoffs this time around," said Maureen Barcic, the director of the co-op engineering program at the University of Pittsburgh. With 33...
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Questions about COVID-19 test accuracy raised across the testing spectrum

"The false negatives are mainly due to specimen acquisition, not the testing per se," said Dr. Alan Wells, medical director for the University of...
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On A Positive Note: What Started As A Pitt Student's Quarantine Art Project Turned Into Her Grandmother's Reason For Getting Up In The Morning

Hannah Jones is a 19-year-old freshman art student at Pitt and is quite a talented artist. Her favorite subject: migratory birds. For the month of...
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Merck makes big push into Covid-19 arena with three new deals

...Bioscience, an Austrian vaccine developer that is part a consortium working with the University of Pittsburgh to develop Covid-19 vaccines.
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Is Takeout and Delivery Food Safe?
...of pediatric diseases at UPMC Children's Hospital of Pittsburgh and the University of Pittsburgh. "That person would have to contaminate...


'A very difficult decision': Twentieth Century Club sells its Oakland building to Pitt

The University of Pittsburgh has acquired the Twentieth Century Club building, an Oakland landmark known for its art deco-style ballroom. The...
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